
PANAMA IN WORLD WAR 2 

 

 

PART 19 – MUSTARD GAS TRIALS AND CHEMICAL DEFENCES OF THE CANAL 

 

In 2002, 8 intact bombs, some 

containing mustard gas, were 

found on San Jose Island, the 

largest of the Pearl Islands in 

the Pacific, south from Panama 

City1.  The US agreed to dispose 

of them2.  

 
The bomb casing of an expended 

chemical weapon found on the island3 

 

 

 
1  https://www.chemistryworld.com/news/us-to-clean-up-race-test-chemical-weapon-relics-on-panama-
island/3007758.article  
2  A 6 September 2001 announcement by Panamanian government officials said that 7 intact weapons, 

including 500 lb and 1,000 lb phosgene bombs, M1A2 gas cylinders, and phosgene rockets, had been found 
on the island.  Panama immediately quarantined San Jose, closing down a newly built eco-tourist resort, 
Hacienda Del Mar, whose owners had been hoping to attract visitors to the island's white sand beaches and 
tropical rainforests: https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/full/10.2968/058004014 
3  https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/full/10.2968/058004014  
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These bombs were a product of a wartime initiative led by the US, and also involving 

Canada, using San Jose Island to investigate chemical warfare munitions under tropical 

conditions.  Part of the plan was (incredible as it seems to modern minds) racist in nature, 

with the US Chemical Warfare Service comparing the physical responses of Puerto Ricans 

and Caucasian Americans to mustard gas4 – it was thought that there was a possibility that 

some racial groups were less sensitive to mustard gas.   African-American troops were also 

tested by the US Army elsewhere, as well as Japanese-American ones. 

 

The project began in January 1944, the Panamanian government having given its go-ahead 

for "chemical warfare tests" on San Jose5 – an island that was uninhabited and relatively 

isolated, yet close enough to mainland Panama, some 60 miles away, to be easily 

resupplied.6  The project on San Jose formally began on 6 January 1944 - 2 days after 

Panama gave permission to conduct "chemical warfare tests" on the island.  Army 

engineers arrived on the island to clear roads and an airstrip and construct the many 

buildings for operations and for housing the project would use. More than 400 enlisted 

men were stationed on the island by mid-1945, as well as nearly 200 officers and civilians 

from the US, Panama and other countries7.  Many of the US Army troops were Puerto 

Rican soldiers8. 

 

 
4  Mustard gas damages DNA within seconds of making contact. It causes painful skin blisters and burns, and 
it can lead to serious, and sometimes life-threatening illnesses including leukaemia, skin cancer, emphysema 
and asthma. 
5  On 20 December 1943, the US Consul proposed to conduct "certain chemical warfare tests under existing 

jungle conditions" for 60-day renewable periods on San José Island. The agreement had to be made with 
both the Panamanian government and the island's private owners, a Panama City company called 
Huertematte & Co.  A rental fee of $15,000 a year was agreed.  The US also sought the Government’s 
consent to build trails and wharves and to incorporate the agreement into the 1942 base agreement: 
https://core.ac.uk/download/pdf/226122899.pdf  
6  Canada and Chemical Warfare 1939-1945, a thesis by Christopher R Paige (Submitted to the College of 
Graduate Studies and Research, University of Saskatchewan), 2009: 
https://core.ac.uk/download/pdf/226122899.pdf  
7  https://www.envio.org.ni/articulo/1386  
8  L. P. Brophy, and G. J. B. Fisher, The Chemical Warfare Service: Organizing for War, (Washington), 1959: 
https://core.ac.uk/download/pdf/226122899.pdf 
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Some 31,000 mustard gas and phosgene bombs and other chemical weapons were to be 

detonated or dropped on the island as part of a test programme code-named “The San 

Jose Project”.9 

 

General William Porter, the head of the US Army Chemical Warfare Service estimated in 

1944 that the entire Japanese garrison on Tarawa could have been eliminated with as 

little as 900 tons of mustard gas, compared to the 3,000 tons of high explosives that had 

been used, with such little effect10. 

 

Even more appalling was the prospect revealed in a declassified plan to mount a massive 

poison gas attack on Japan which would start with the drenching of much of Tokyo with 

gas. The other 24 target cities were to include Yokohama, Osaka, Kobe, Nagoya, and 

Kyoto.11 

 

In 2015, National Public Radio (NPR) in the US broadcasted a 2-part radio documentary on 

the race-based testing of chemical weapons during the war12.  At the time this was 

relatively unknown, having been a secret Army programme only declassified in 1993.  One 

hope had been that black and Puerto Rican troops, if they had more resistance to the gas, 

could form the "ideal chemical soldier" - used on the front lines while white soldiers 

stayed back, protected from the gas.  Tests carried out included spraying of Puerto Rican 

troops in the Panama jungle from the air.  These tests had begun in August 1944 and, 

because African-Americans were not allowed in front-line combat units at the time, it was 

decided to conduct tests on Hispanics, in the form of the Puerto Ricans.  Several tests 

were done to “determine if any difference existed in the sensitivity of Puerto Rican and 

continental US troops to H [mustard] gas”.13 

 
9  https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/full/10.2968/058004014  
10  https://core.ac.uk/download/pdf/226122899.pdf  
11  https://core.ac.uk/download/pdf/226122899.pdf  
12  60,000 US troops were involved in the testing:  https://www.npr.org/2015/06/22/415194765/u-s-troops-
tested-by-race-in-secret-world-war-ii-chemical-experiments  
13  https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/full/10.2968/058004014 
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It has been admitted that the US had an active chemical weapons programme in Panama 

from at least 1930 until 196814.  From 1930 to 1946, the programme had focused on use in 

the defence of the Canal, but from 1943 until 1968 it changed emphasis to the testing of 

chemical munitions under tropical conditions – although, in early 1945, as mentioned, 

consideration was being given to the possible use of chemical weapons against Japan15.   

 

Dozens of tons of mustard gas and phosgene were stockpiled at a number of sites in 

Panama, particularly from the 1930s to the 1950s.  Unused and dud chemical munitions 

were subsequently abandoned in Panama, and more than 130 tests were conducted on 

San José Island alone between May 1944 and the end of 194716. 

 

The experiments continued until 1946-47, when the Panamanian government demanded 

a return of its territory (as part of its demand that all the defence sites in the Republic be 

returned, not just the test site on San Jose).  At midnight on 23 December 1947, project 

leaders received orders from Washington to close the operation down. The military 

wanted the island cleared of all its chemicals and equipment in just 30 days.  By then, San 

Jose's workforce had grown to about 500 soldiers.  The retreat from the island was a 

hurried affair.  Soldiers worked around the clock dismantling laboratories and burning 

down some of the buildings.  3 barges full of leaking chemical weapons were taken out 

into the Pacific and the munitions dumped.17 

 
14  https://www.envio.org.ni/articulo/1386  Testing continued elsewhere in Panama into the 1950s, and 
from 1953 to February 1957, the Tropical Test Team, a Chemical Corps unit that included 20 personnel, 
conducted tests of distilled mustard gas every 3 months in Panama.  These tests were held on the mainland, 
not on San Jose.  In 1961, the Army conducted a larger-scale exercise in the Darien in 1961, with a further 
exercise in 1964.  Records indicate tests with nerve gas also took place in Panama in the 1960s.  US military 
has also acknowledged "limited, controlled laboratory testing of some tear gas agents" in Panama since 
1979. 
15  https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/full/10.2968/058004014 
16  “The remnants of the San Jose Project are everywhere. Rusted US Army tractors and unmarked metal 

drums lay abandoned near beaches.  A wharf, built to unload thousands of gallons of chemicals as well as 
bombs and other supplies, still juts out into one of the island's tranquil bays. The concrete skeleton of an 
American military chapel looks strangely out of place in the middle of the jungle”: 
https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/full/10.2968/058004014  
17  https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/full/10.2968/058004014  
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Chemical weapons are said to have been a component of US defence tactics from the 

Canal's early years – as, after all, when it first opened, during World War 1, gas was being 

regularly used by both sides.  General William Sibert, the US Army engineer who had 

designed the Gatun Locks in Panama, had commanded troops in France during World War 

1, and had become an advocate of chemical warfare.  He was made director of a newly 

consolidated Chemical Warfare Service and, following World War 1, became a vocal 

proponent of the continued development of chemical weapons. 

 

In 1921, the Chemical Warfare Service was told to draw up plans for defence of the Canal 

Zone, along with other US outlying possessions, and the first chemical defence plans were 

drawn up in 1923 and would be updated every year until at least 1946.  The plans involved 

bombing with mustard gas the trails and routes that led inland from landing beaches on 

both the Atlantic and Pacific coasts, spraying the beaches, and firing chemical mortars at 

military targets.   

 

In 1930, the Army had a chemical company of 2 officers and 77 men in the Canal Zone.  

There was also 30 tons of “persistent gas”, which had risen by 1940 to 84 tons of mustard 

gas, 10 tons of phosgene, 800 phosgene shells, 900 Livens projectors18, 647 chemical 

cylinders, and 2,377 4.2-inch mustard-charged mortar rounds19.  Some of the munitions 

were stored in Camp Paraíso, Fort Clayton, Corozal Post, Albrook Field, Howard Field, Río 

Hato, France Field and Fort Gulick.  However, prior to the San José Project being 

established, most were stored at Cerro Tigre. 

 

Worryingly, it is reported that less information is available on the disposal of chemical 

munitions stockpiled or used in tests in Panama than on the tests themselves.  The San 

José post diary records that 2 barge shipments took chemical munitions out to sea to be 

 
18  A British design of a simple mortar-like weapon that could throw large drums filled with flammable or 
toxic chemicals. 
19  https://www.envio.org.ni/articulo/1386  

https://www.envio.org.ni/articulo/1386


dumped at sea in 1947 (although other sources say that there were 3 such barges).  The 

military evacuation of the San José Project in early 1948 had been carried out with haste, 

on a 5-week deadline, with chemical munitions that the military still hoped to use being 

moved into the Canal Zone. 

 

Today San Jose (or Isla San José as it more properly known) remains privately-owned island, 

At the time of the 2000 census, it had a population of only 10, but is said to be home to 

thousands of wild pigs and deer. 

 

MUSTARD GAS 

Mustard gas is an organic compound and has several other names both chemical and unofficial, 

and it may be synthesised by a number of methods.   

 

Although the compound is commonly known as "mustard gas", it is in fact a viscous liquid at 

ambient temperatures.  It is sparingly soluble in water but is very soluble in fat and oils, 

contributing to its rapid absorption into human skin20.   

 

It is one of a class of chemical warfare agents known as vesicants because of their ability to form 

vesicles, or blisters, on exposed skin21.  However, despite its use in World War 1, on the eve of 

World War 2 what was known about mustard agents (and Lewisite and many other agents for that 

matter) was not organised into a cohesive body of literature.  The clinical picture of the acute 

effects of exposure and some of the mechanisms of toxicity were well known and there were clear 

guidelines for treatment of casualties, but the treatments were solely palliative.  No effective 

ointments had been developed and nothing was available to prevent skin and lung damage.  Even 

less was known about the long-term effects.  

 

It is said that so unorganised was the scientific base concerning vesicants that, when the 1941 

version of the US Army training manual for treatment of gas casualties22 was prepared for use in 

 
20  https://core.ac.uk/download/pdf/226122899.pdf  
21  https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/books/NBK236059/  
22  TM 8-285. 

https://core.ac.uk/download/pdf/226122899.pdf
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/books/NBK236059/


treating expected casualties, it did not include the carefully documented long-term effects of 

exposure reported in studies in 1928 and 1933.23 

 

THE CANADIAN PERSPECTIVE 

Chemical weapons from secret Canadian-US mustard gas program in Panama to be 

destroyed  

Headline in National Post, Canada, 18 July 2017 

 

A National Post article in 2017 said that scientists had conducted race-based experiments 

on San Jose Island where they had monitored how mustard gas affected the skin of blacks, 

Puerto Ricans, Japanese and Caucasians24.  More than 30,000 chemical bombs were said 

to have been detonated on the island during the US-led programme.   

 

It was said that one report indicated that there could be up to 3,000 bombs still intact and 

scattered in the jungles on San Jose.  It also said that a Panamanian company had 

developed a small resort on a portion of the island, but that San Jose was temporarily 

closed down in 2001 after chemical weapons were found (but it was reopened so that the 

“Survivor” reality TV series could film segments on the location’s white sandy beaches 

several years later). 

 

The newspaper reported that Canada was not participating in the disposal of the bombs, 

according to a Global Affairs Canada official.  This was despite Canada having supplied 

much of the mustard gas used in the programme as well as 1,000 bombs, according to 

Canadian Department of National Defence (DND) records.  Canadian chemical warfare 

specialists had also helped design some of the tests and Canadian pilots took part in the 

“bombing” raids involved.   

 

 
23  https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/books/NBK236059/  
24  https://nationalpost.com/news/canada/chemical-weapons-from-secret-canadian-u-s-mustard-gas-
program-in-panama-to-be-destroyed  

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/books/NBK236059/
https://nationalpost.com/news/canada/chemical-weapons-from-secret-canadian-u-s-mustard-gas-program-in-panama-to-be-destroyed
https://nationalpost.com/news/canada/chemical-weapons-from-secret-canadian-u-s-mustard-gas-program-in-panama-to-be-destroyed


A DND report noted that Canadian-made mustard gas might have still been on the island 

since the heavy metal shipping containers they were transported in were robust and 

would have survived over the decades.  Some bombs that did not detonate would also still 

contain mustard gas or other chemicals.25 

 

THE EXPERIMENTS AND TESTS 

According to an article in the Bulletin of the Atomic Scientists – 

 

Experiments covered a wide range of scenarios. Soldiers wearing backpacks 

outfitted with spray cylinders pumped chemicals into bunkers built to simulate 

Japanese fortifications. Rabbits and goats were tethered to wooden stakes and 

doused with mustard gas. According to one of the workers, in one experiment a 

goat was so heavily contaminated its skin started to fall off.  Another experiment 

used goats to test the relative merits of Japanese and American gas masks. Doused 

with mustard gas, an unprotected animal and the animal wearing a Japanese mask 

quickly succumbed, but the goat outfitted with an American gas mask survived. 

 

The Chemical Warfare Service carried out 3 basic types of experiments with human 

subjects during the war -  

• Patch, or drop tests were the most common and were used to assess the efficacy 

of a multitude of protective or decontamination ointments, treatments for 

mustard agent and Lewisite burns, effects of multiple exposures on sensitivity, and 

the effects of physical exercise on the severity of chemical burns.  In addition, drop 

application of liquid mustard agents was commonly used in basic training to raise 

single blisters to impress upon the trainees the toxicity of these agents and the 

need for immediate responses to any orders to don gas masks. 

 
25  https://nationalpost.com/news/canada/chemical-weapons-from-secret-canadian-u-s-mustard-gas-
program-in-panama-to-be-destroyed  
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• Chamber tests of various types were conducted to test the effectiveness of 

protective clothing, all of which had been impregnated with chemicals to retard 

vapor penetration.  Some such chamber tests were undertaken on San Jose.   

• Field tests involved the contamination of large or small areas of land with mustard 

gas or Lewisite. Human subjects were used in field tests to test protective clothing, 

to monitor the effects of the agents on animals in the test sites, and to take 

measurements of agent concentrations in soil and water samples.26  

 

Throughout the experiments, scientists sampled vegetation to see how long mustard gas 

remained potent. “What we were really interested in was whether the dense jungle 

canopy would alter the effectiveness of mustard,” recalls Eugene Reid, a former captain in 

the US Chemical Warfare Service and one of the few remaining San Jose Project 

participants, who concluded that the mustard remained “very effective”. 

 

US and Canadian aircraft dropped mustard gas bombs on specific ground targets, after 

which troops clad in protective clothing were ordered to march through the contaminated 

area.  In some cases, patches were cut out of the soldiers' protective suits to expose their 

skin to the gas. 

 

Panama: Bombs on the Beach (Bulletin of the Atomic Scientists), July 200227 

 

POSTSCRIPT 

In 1965, the American multimillionaire Earl Tupper bought the island of San Jose with the 

idea of eventually developing a resort.  Tupper never built his resort, and the island was 

eventually turned over to the Probst family, which had worked for the multimillionaire.  

 

 
26  https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/books/NBK236059/  
27  https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/full/10.2968/058004014  
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Development plans were put on hold until the early 1980s, when a group of investors 

from Florida came up with the idea of building a casino.  However, that plan was scrapped 

in the early stages of construction when a bulldozer unearthed a rusting canister of 

unknown origin28. 

An unidentified 
Canadian soldier with 
burns caused by 
mustard gas gets 
treatment.  
PHOTO BY LIBRARY 
AND ARCHIVES 

CANADA/CP29 

 

 

 

 

 

 

NOTE 

A series of US Army films are available about San Jose and the gas and chemical tests 

carried out there during World War 2: 

https://www.criticalpast.com/video/65675060515_jungle_site-for-chemical-warfare-

tests_United-States-Army_jungle-conditions  

 
28  https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/full/10.2968/058004014  
29  https://nationalpost.com/news/canada/chemical-weapons-from-secret-canadian-u-s-mustard-gas-
program-in-panama-to-be-destroyed  
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